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Abstract 

The performance of different ASHRAE models besides their general development 

since 1997 forms the basis of this paper. The experimental results of a few recent near-

field pollutant dispersion studies are compared to ASHRAE models. These cases include 

isolated buildings and adjacent building configurations. The results from this study show 

that ASHRAE 2011 provide reasonable dilution estimates for low exhaust momentum 

ratios (M), while previous ASHRAE models predict lower dilutions than wind tunnel 

data for all cases. In fact, ASHRAE can only be used to estimate rooftop dilutions on an 

emitting building, and does not provide formulations to estimate dilutions on adjacent 

building surfaces. However, unlike previous versions, ASHRAE 2011 predicts reasonable 

dilutions on the leeward wall of the emitting building, which is an important contribution 

of the current ASHRAE model. It is suggested that future ASHRAE versions should be 

capable of estimating reasonable dilutions on adjacent building surfaces for realistic 

urban scenarios, by taking into account the spacing between buildings.  
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Introduction 

Pollutants released from a rooftop stack can enter an adjacent building, thereby 

severely affecting the health of occupants. Although wind tunnel and field measurements 

give accurate assessments of plume dilutions, they are often expensive and time 

consuming (Stathopoulos et al. 2008). Many designers use Gaussian based dispersion 

models such as: Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling System (ADMS) and Industrial 

Source Complex (ISC) to simulate pollutant dispersion in the urban environment (Touma 

et al., 2006; Holmes and Morawska, 2006). However, studies by Stathopoulos et al., 2008 

have shown the inability of most dispersion models to accurately simulate near-field 

pollutant dispersion from rooftop exhausts. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has 

also been applied to simulate near-field dispersion problems, including toxic and odorous 

pollutants (e.g. Labovsky and Jelemensky, 2011). However, according to ASHRAE 2011, 

“CFD models can both over- and underpredict concentration levels by orders of 

magnitude, leading to potentially unsafe designs”. ASHRAE has been used for several 

decades by designers to predict the suitable location of rooftop stacks and intakes to 

avoid plume re-ingestion (e.g. Petersen et al., 2004), and hence has been used for the 

present study.  

ASHRAE 1997 and 1999 models were primarily based on the findings of Halitsky, 

1963, which gave an overview of the air and pollutant flow characteristics around a 

building. Later, Wilson and his associates developed Gaussian based formulations for 

estimating plume dilutions in various versions of ASHRAE which were published in 

2003 and 2007. Recently, ASHRAE 2011 was introduced based on the works of Petersen 

et al. 2004. Unfortunately, most ASHRAE models prior to 2011 were found to be overly 

conservative for isolated buildings with flat roofs and those having a rooftop structure, as 

well as adjacent building configurations (Stathopoulos et al. 2008). Hajra et al., 2011 

performed a detailed wind tunnel study of near-field pollutant dispersion for upstream 

building configurations. The study focussed on plume characteristics due to change in 

various parameters, such as building dimensions, stack location and height, exhaust 

parameters and wind azimuth. ASHRAE 2007 model was compared to the experimental 

results of that study, and the latter was found to be overly conservative for all upstream 

configurations. The present study was an effort to assess various ASHRAE models (1997, 
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1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011) by applying them for different urban scenarios (upstream 

configurations and downstream configurations). The main idea of this paper is to show 

how the different versions of ASHRAE models perform for such adjacent building 

configurations. Despite increased urbanisation, the different versions of ASHRAE only 

focus on isolated buildings that seldom exist in an urban environment.  

This paper reviews various ASHRAE models (1997, 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011) and 

compares them with some recent experimental findings for isolated and adjacent building 

configurations. Results show that ASHRAE 2011 compares well with wind tunnel roof 

dilutions for cases with low M values (M < 3), while the remaining ASHRAE models 

produce lower roof dilutions than experimental data for all building configurations. 

However, ASHRAE 2011 provides reasonable dilution estimates on the leeward wall of 

the emitting building. It is understandable, that additional wind tunnel studies 

representing a more urban environment must be carried out to improve future ASHRAE 

models.  

 

Wind tunnel testing of different building configurations  

Concentration measurements for various configurations consisting of buildings of 

different geometries placed upstream/downstream of an emitting building were carried 

out in the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory of Concordia University, Canada, 

which is 1.8 m square in section and 12.2 m long. A scale of 1:200 was used for the 

study. The wind velocity measured at the building height (UH) was 6.2 m/s. A thick 

atmospheric boundary layer was generated using spires that act as vortex generators, and 

coarse roughness elements (5 cm cubes) staggered 6 cm from each other. A power law 

exponent (α) of 0.31, which corresponds to an urban terrain according to ASHRAE 2009, 

was used for the study. Experimental conditions – see Table 1 - used for both studies 

were identical (Hajra et al. 2011; Hajra and Stathopoulos. 2012). For the lowest exhaust 

speed (M = 1), the building and stack Reynolds number were measured to be 20000 and 

1800 respectively. Snyder, 1981 suggested that for proper simulation of non-buoyant 

tracer dispersion studies in the wind tunnel, the building and stack Reynolds number must 

exceed 11000 and 2000 respectively, which was later also verified by Arya and Lape, 

1990 through wind tunnel measurements. According to Saathoff et al., 1995, “It is 
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usually not possible to satisfy the stack Reynolds number criterion for small diameter 

stacks and it is also difficult to trip the flow for such stacks”. In the present study, for M > 

1, stack Reynolds number always exceeded 2000. However, Stathopoulos et al., 2008 

have shown that even if the stack Reynolds number is somewhat less than 2000 for low 

M values, it does not affect the accuracy of the measurements. Also, for low M values (M 

= 1), atmospheric turbulence is more dominant after the plume exits the stack, and hence, 

stack Reynolds number is not so important. 

 

Table 1 Experimental parameters used for both studies 

Experimental parameters Wind tunnel values 
Model scale  1:200 
Boundary layer depth (δ) 95 cm 
Wind speed at building height (UH) 6.2 m/s 
Power law exponent (α) 0.31 
Upstream terrain Urban 
Velocity at gradient height (Vg) 14.2 m/s 
Roughness length of upstream exposure 3.5 mm 
Longitudinal integral scale 0.4 m 
Stack diameter (de) 0.3 cm 
Averaging time (tavg) 1 minute 
Upstream turbulence at building height (σH/UH) 0.23 

 

Building configurations found to be more critical in Hajra et al., 2011 and Hajra and 

Stathopoulos, 2012, have been considered here in order to assess the ASHRAE models. 

The basic building configurations showing the location of receptors and stack are shown 

in Figure 1. Configuration 1 consists of an isolated building (B1) while Configurations 2 

and 3 consist of a taller upstream building (B2 upstream of B1) and a taller downstream 

building (B2 downstream of B1) respectively. The spacing between buildings (S1 or S2) 

was varied from 10 to 50 m, and the stack location (Xs) was varied from 0 to 20 m. The 

receptors were located 5 m apart on all surfaces, except on the wind ward wall of B2 

(Configuration 2) and the leeward wall of B2 (Configuration 3) due to the plume 

characteristics.  

Tracer gas (SF6) was released from a rooftop stack for M ranging from 1 to 3, and 

stack heights (hs) ranging from 1 to 5 m. A VARIAN 3400 Gas Chromatograph whose 

precision is 5 % was used to estimate the concentration of the gas samples. The gas 

samples were collected using a syringe sampler at a sampling time of one minute due to 
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the instrument features. Additional experimental details can be found in Hajra and 

Stathopoulos, 2012. 

 

ASHRAE dispersion model 

All versions of ASHRAE (1997, 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011) suggest the following 

two methods for the evaluation of dispersion of pollutants on building roofs: 

 

a) Geometric design method 

b) Exhaust dilution equations 

The former is used to assess the minimum height of a stack to avoid plume re-

ingestion, based on the geometry of the plume, and is identical in all ASHRAE editions; 

the latter is used to assess plume dilutions on an isolated building roof surface and, has 

varied over the years.  

 

Exhaust dilution equations 

This section presents a short description of the dilution equations used in the different 

versions of ASHRAE.  

 

ASHRAE 1997/1999 

A summary of the main features is provided in Table 1, listing the major contributors 

and characteristics of each model.  

 

ASHRAE 2003 

ASHRAE 2003 suggests the estimation of the effective height of the plume (h) above 

the roof as: 

drs hhhh 
                                                                          (1) 

where: 

hs is stack height (m), 

hr is plume rise (m) and 

hd is the reduction in plume height due to entrainment into the stack wake during periods 

of strong winds (m).  
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The plume rise is calculated using the formula of Briggs, 1984: 

)/(3 Heer UVdh          (2) 

where:  

de is the stack diameter (m), 

Ve is the exhaust velocity (m/s), 

UH is the wind speed at building height (m/s); and 

β is the stack capping whose value is 1 for uncapped and 0 for capped stacks.  

 

Wilson et al. 1998 introduced new formulations to assess plume spread parameters in 

ASHRAE 2003, which were not part of 1997 and 1999 versions.  

As per ASHRAE 2003, dilution at roof level is expressed as:  

)2/exp()/)(/)(/(4 22
zezeyeHr hddVUD             

 

According to ASHRAE 2003 if h < Hc, the dilution should be estimated by 

considering a flush vent (h = 0); however, if h > Hc, dilution may be estimated from 

equation 3. Hc is defined as the height of the roof recirculation zone in ASHRAE 2003. 

Additionally the value of h2/2σz
2 is restricted to 5 at points near the stack making the 

results overly conservative for isolated buildings (Stathopoulos et al. 2008).  

 

ASHRAE 2007 

The equations for estimating the spread parameters and plume height described in 

ASHRAE 2003 remain unchanged in ASHRAE 2007. However, the formulation for 

estimating rooftop dilution has been modified to: 

)2/exp()/)(/)(/(4 22
zezeyeHr ddVUD 

     

 

where: ζ  = h - Hc 

                = 0 if h <Hc 

 ζ is the vertical separation between ‘h’ and Hc.          

    (4) 

    (3) 
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For all cases the dilution calculated from Equations 3 and 4 have been converted to a 

normalised form according to Wilson et al. 1998 for ease of comparison with previous 

studies:   

)H (U / Q) (D  D 2
Hrnormalised                    

 

where 

Q is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s), 

H is the height of the low building (m). 

By comparing equations 3 and 4, one may observe that the exponential term in 

equation 4 becomes smaller because ζ is expressed as h - Hc. In other words, the dilution 

is further reduced in 2007 as opposed to 2003, making the former more conservative than 

the latter (Stathopoulos et al. 2008). Both the 2003 and 2007 versions incorporate the 

effects of averaging time through the cross wind plume spread (σy).  

 

ASHRAE 2011 

The main differences in the current version are: 

a) New formulations for estimating plume rise (hr) and plume spread parameters (σy and 

σz);  

b) Provisions for estimating dilutions on the wall of the emitting building. 

 

The plume rise (hr) from equation 2 is now estimated as 

},min{ fxr hhh 
         

 

where 

hx and hf are estimated as 
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U* is the friction velocity (m/s), 

βj is termed as jet entrainment coefficient  

 

Unlike the 2007 version which calculates the spread parameters only in terms of M 

and de, ASHRAE 2011 uses the formulations developed by Cimoreli et al. 2005, which 

are based on turbulence intensities in x, y and z directions, exhaust diameter (de) and 

height of the building (H). According to ASHRAE 2011, the dilution calculated from 

equation 4 corresponds to an averaging time of 10-15 minutes. Dilutions for shorter and 

longer averaging time using the 0.2 power law are suggested. ASHRAE 2011 also 

suggests in example 2 that dilution calculations must be carried out for three different 

roughness lengths (Zo), namely: 0.5Zo, 1.5Zo and Zo, and the lowest dilution value must 

be chosen for the design. Additionally, following the recommendation of Petersen et al., 

2004, dilutions can be estimated on the sidewall of a building based on the dilution 

obtained on the nearest rooftop receptor, by increasing the latter by a factor of 2 (for 

conservative values). One of the disadvantages of ASHRAE (past and present versions) is 

that it does not explicitly mention the range of applicability of each model. In the absence 

of wind tunnel measurements, a designer will normally use ASHRAE for predicting roof 

dilutions on the source for realistic urban scenarios (adjacent building configurations). 

This causes disparity between experimental findings and ASHRAE estimates, as 

discussed further. 

Figure 2 shows comparisons for wind tunnel data from Hajra et al. 2011 for 

Configuration 1 (isolated building), ASHRAE 1997, 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011 in terms 

of normalised dilutions for hs = 3 m, M = 3 and Xs = 20 m. ASHRAE 1997 and 1999 

have the same formulations and therefore predict similar dilutions at all receptors. In 

general, all ASHRAE models predict comparable dilutions beyond 15 m from the stack. 

It is observed that ASHRAE 1997/1999 predict lower dilutions than wind tunnel data 

within the first 10 m from the stack, because the formulations of Halitsky, 1963 are 

mainly suited for short stacks, making them more conservative. On the other hand, 

ASHRAE 2011 predicts lower plume rise than 2003 and 2007, resulting in lower 

dilutions in the first 10 m from the stack. Additional discussion on this subject can also 

be found in Gupta et al. 2012. An appendix showing the applications of ASHRAE 2007 
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and 2011 models, corresponding to Figure 2 is presented at the end. Table 2 summarises 

the various versions of ASHRAE models, and their respective performances.  

 

Table 2. Summary of various ASHRAE dispersion models and their respective features 

Model *Based on the works of: Main features 
ASHRAE 1997/1999  Halitsky, 1963 

 Wilson (1979, 1982)  
 Wilson and Lamb, 

1994 
 Wilson and Chui 

(1985, 1987) 
 Chui and Wilson, 

1988 

 Adopts a Non-Gaussian approach. 
 Presents separate formulae for rooftop 

stacks and flush vents. 
 Assumes the calculated dilutions are for 

10 minutes averaging time. 
 

ASHRAE 2003 
ASHRAE 2007 

 Wilson (1979, 1982)  
 Wilson et al.1998 
 Briggs, 1984 

 Limits h2/2σz
2 to 5 for ASHRAE 2003 and 

7 for ASHRAE 2007, close to the stack. 
 Considers σy & σz to be functions of 

exhaust diameter and receptor distance. 
 Assumes initial spread (σo) to be function 

of M. 
 Assumes dilution estimates for 2 minutes 

averaging time, and considers the dilution 
values to be constant for longer averaging 
times. 

ASHRAE 2011  Wilson (1979, 1982)  
 Wilson et al. 1998 
 Cimorelli et al. 2005  
 Petersen et al. 2004 

 Considers no limit for h2/2σz
2 close to the 

stack. 
 Assumes σy & σz to be functions of 

turbulence intensities and receptor 
distance. 

 Assumes initial spread (σo) equal to 
0.35de. 

 States explicitly that dilution estimates for 
ASHRAE 2011 are for 10-15 minutes 
averaging time.  

 Provides provisions to estimate wall 
dilutions on the emitting building. 

 Estimates the lowest dilution from three 
different roughness lengths (Zo, 0.5Zo, 
1.5Zo). 

    * Only main contributors are mentioned. 

 

Results and discussion 

This section presents comparisons for different ASHRAE models (1997, 1999, 2003, 

2007 and 2011) and wind tunnel data. It may be mentioned that the 2003 and 2007 

versions generally provide comparable dilutions for hs < 5 m (Stathopoulos et al. 2008).  

 

Effect of a taller upstream building 

Figure 3 (a) compares ASHRAE 1997, 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011 models, wind 

tunnel data from Configurations 1 and 2 for hs = 1 m, S1 = 20 m, M = 1 and Xs = 20 m. 

Results show that Configuration 2 predicts lower dilutions than Configuration 1 at all 
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rooftop receptors. In fact, Configuration 2 generates dilutions upwind of the stack due to 

the plume characteristics (Hajra et al. 2011). ASHRAE 1997, 1999, 2003 and 2007 

predict about 100 times lower dilutions than wind tunnel data of Configuration 2, due to 

reasons previously explained. ASHRAE 2011 predictions are lower than wind tunnel data 

of Configuration 2 very close to the stack due to lower plume rise. However, close to the 

downwind edge, the dilutions obtained by Configuration 2 are about a factor of 10 higher 

than ASHRAE 2011. This increase in dilutions by ASHRAE 2011 towards the downwind 

edge is because of the plume spread parameter (σy and σz) evaluation, which is based on 

the turbulence intensities rather than M values. Additionally, none of the models take into 

account the effect of upstream buildings, and hence do not provide formulations to 

predict dilutions upwind of the stack. This trend changes slightly at M = 3, as shown in 

Figure 3 (b), where the dilutions obtained by ASHRAE 1997/1999 and 2011 are about 10 

times lower than wind tunnel data of Configuration 2. ASHRAE 2003 and 2007 

predictions are much lower than ASHRAE 2011 close to the downwind edge of B1. In 

general, the main problems with ASHRAE models include the inability to: 

a) model upstream building effects; 

b) provide formulations to estimate dilutions on adjacent building surfaces. 

However, provisions for estimating dilutions on the building sidewalls (including 

leeward wall) of the emitting building are provided by ASHRAE 2011, based on the 

studies of Petersen et al., 2004. According to ASHRAE 2011, the dilution on the wall of 

an emitting building is obtained from the dilution calculated at the rooftop location above 

the wall receptor, by increasing the latter by a factor of 2 (for conservative estimates). For 

instance, Figure 4 presents comparisons for dilutions obtained from wind tunnel data and 

ASHRAE 2011 on the leeward wall of B1 for Configuration 2 at hs = 1 m, M = 1 Xs = 20 

m. The dilutions on the leeward wall obtained from ASHRAE 2011 is found from the 

dilution estimated on the downwind edge of B1 at hs = 1 m and M = 1 (normalised 

dilution value of 0.7 obtained from Figure 3 (a) at receptor location of 50 m using 

ASHRAE 2011). This value is multiplied by 2, to obtain 1.4, as depicted in Figure 4. 

ASHRAE 2011 estimates were found to be only about a factor of 1.2 lower than wind 

tunnel data. Unlike previous versions, provision for estimating wall dilution is an 

important contribution of ASHRAE 2011. 
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Effect of a taller downstream building (spacing) 

The inability of ASHRAE models to simulate the effect of spacing between buildings 

is evident from Figure 5 (a), which compares ASHRAE 1997, 1999, 2003, 2007 and 2011 

models, and Configurations 1 and 3 for hs = 1 m, M = 1 and Xs = 0. At S2 = 20 m and 25 

m, the dilutions obtained from Configuration 3 compare well at all receptors, and are 

somewhat lower than the isolated case (about a factor of 5). At S2 = 30 m, dilutions 

obtained from Configurations 1 and 3 are comparable at all receptors because the taller 

downstream building (B2) is sufficiently away from the wake recirculation region of the 

low building (B1) (Hajra and Stathopoulos, 2012). A similar trend is observed at hs = 1 m 

and M = 3, as shown in Figure 5 (b), although the dilutions are somewhat higher than 

those obtained at M = 1. At M = 1, with the exception of ASHRAE 2011, all other 

ASHRAE models continue to predict lower dilutions than wind tunnel data for 

Configuration 3, irrespective of spacing. Generally, ASHRAE 2011 compares well with 

the isolated case and Configuration 3 at spacing greater than 20 m at M = 1. However, at 

M = 3 all the ASHRAE models predict lower dilutions than wind tunnel data for both 

configurations, although ASHRAE 2011 predictions are somewhat higher than the other 

ASHRAE versions at receptors beyond 20 m.  

 

Summary 

The reasons for the discrepancies between experimental data and ASHRAE models 

are summarised: 

a) ASHRAE 1997 and 1999 models are only suited for short stacks, and do not 

account for plume rise and downwash effects. Hence, the results are generally lower than 

experimental data. 

b) ASHRAE 2003 and 2007 predict low plume rise, causing the exponential term to 

be smaller, resulting in lower dilution estimates than wind tunnel data. This can result in 

an overly conservative design, as the cost of constructing a taller stack to disperse 

pollutants is greatly increased.  

c) ASHRAE 2011 predicts somewhat better estimates as compared to previous 

versions, especially for low M values (M < 3). However, for higher M values (M > 1), the 
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dilutions tend to be lower than wind tunnel data because the plume spread parameters are 

a function of turbulence intensities, and do not change with increasing M values. 

In general, none of the ASHRAE models take into account the effect of adjacent 

buildings, and hence, cannot predict dilutions on adjacent building surfaces. However, 

unlike previous versions, ASHRAE 2011 provides provisions to estimate wall dilutions 

on the emitting building, which is an important contribution of ASHRAE. It is 

understandable that additional wind tunnel experiments representing a more realistic 

urban scenario must be carried out in order to improve future ASHRAE models.  

 

Conclusions 

A detailed discussion of the various versions of ASHRAE (1997, 1999, 2003, 2007 

and 2011), and their applications to near-field pollutant dispersion from rooftop exhausts, 

are presented in this paper. In general, it was observed that ASHRAE 2011 is more suited 

for low M values, while all other versions predict overly conservative estimates for all 

building configurations. In general, none of the models can be used to predict dilutions on 

adjacent building surfaces, and can only be used to estimate roof dilutions on the source. 

Reasonable dilution estimates were obtained on the leeward wall of the emitting building 

as per ASHRAE 2011, which is an important contribution of the current ASHRAE 

model. Future ASHRAE versions must incorporate the effect of spacing between 

buildings, while developing formulations to estimate dilutions on adjacent building 

surfaces for realistic urban scenarios.  
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Nomenclature 

de   Stack diameter (m) 

Dr   Dilution 

Dnormalised  Normalised dilution 

h   Plume height (m) 

hs   Stack height (m) 

hr   Plume rise (m) 

hd   Plume downwash (m) 

hx   Plume rise as a function of downwind distance (m) 

hf   Final plume rise (m) 

H   Height of the emitting building (m) 

Hc   Maximum height above roof level of upwind roof edge flow  

                         recirculation zone (m) 

M   Exhaust momentum ratio (Ve/UH) 

Q   Volumetric flow rate (m3/s) 

S1   Spacing between emitting building and upstream building (m) 

S2   Spacing between emitting building and downstream building (m) 

tavg   Averaging time (minutes) 

UH   Wind speed at building height (m) 

U*   Friction velocity (m/s) 

Ve   Exhaust velocity (m/s) 

Vg   Velocity of wind at gradient height (m) 

X   Receptor location (m) 

Xs   Stack location (m) 

Zo   Roughness length (m) 

 

Greek symbols 

α   Power law exponent 

β    Capping factor; β = 1 for uncapped stacks & β = 0 for capped stacks 

βj   Jet entrainment coefficient 

δ   Boundary layer depth (m) 
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σy   Standard deviation of cross-wind plume spread (m) 

σz   Standard deviation of vertical plume spread (m) 

σH   Standard deviation of wind speed at building height (m) 

ζ   Vertical separation between h and Hc (m) 
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Appendix 

For the low-rise building considered in this study (refer to Figure 2), the receptor 

lying 20 m downwind of the stack has been chosen. Table 3 presents a summary of the 

calculations, which are common to both ASHRAE versions. 

 

Table 3. Summary of calculations following ASHRAE 2007 and ASHRAE 2011 for Figure 2 

Parameter Value used Remark 

hs 3 m Chosen value of stack height pertaining to Figure 2 

de 0.6 m Stack diameter 

M 3 Exhaust momentum (Ve/UH) 

UH 6.2 m/s Wind speed at building height H, where H = 15 m 

hd 0 m As per equation 9 in ASHRAE 2007/2011 document 

Ve 18.6 m/s Exhaust velocity 

β 1 Value for an uncapped stack 

Lr 22.31 m Building recirculation length from equation 1 

Hc (or hTop) 4.91 m Height of recirculation zone from equation 2 

Q 5.26 m3/s discharge rate of effluents from stack (π x 0.25 x 0.62 x Ve) 

 

ASHRAE 2007 

ASHRAE 2007 defines a term called “ζ”, which is the vertical separation between plume 

height (h) and hTop  

Plume rise (hr) = 5.4 m (from equation 2) 

h = hs + hr - hd = 8.4 > hTop 

ζ  = 3.49 m 

At X = 20 m 

σy/de = 6.512 (from equation 20 in ASHRAE 2007, Chapter 44); 

σz/de = 5.337 (from equation 21 in ASHRAE 2007, Chapter 44); 

Dr = 83.39 (from equation 4); 

 

Dnormalised= 0.301 (from equation 5) – see value in Figure 2. 
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ASHRAE 2011 

The plume rise is found from a series of calculations as described further: 

Assume Zo = 2 m for an urban terrain (from Table 1, ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45) 

UH/U* = 5.03 (ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45); 

hf = 2.713 m (from equation 8); 

hx = 2.969 m (from equation 7); 

hr = 2.713 m (from equation 6); 

h = hs + hr - hd = 5.713 (from equation 1) 

Since, h > hTop 

 ζ  = 0.803 m 

ix = 0.363 (from ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45); 

iy = 0.273 (from ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45);  

iz = 0.182 (from ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45); 

σy = 5.464 (from equation 20, ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45); 

σz = 3.646 (from equation 21, ASHRAE 2011, Chapter 45); 

Dr = 73.86 (from equation 4); 

Dnormalised = 0.266 (from equation 5) – see value in Figure 2. 

ASHRAE 2011 also states that the calculations should be repeated for 0.5Zo and 1.5 

Zo, and the lowest dilution must be considered for the design. For the present study, an 

urban terrain was considered (Zo = 2 m), and it was found that dilutions at 0.5Zo and 

1.5Zo would have made negligible changes. Therefore, ASHRAE 2011 dilution results 

were found for Zo = 2 m. 
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Figure 1: Low building B1 (Configuration 1); B2 upstream of B1 (Configuration 2); B2 
downstream of B1 (Configuration 3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Normalised dilution on rooftop of low building (B1) for hs = 3 m, Xs = 20 m 
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     a)                b) 
 
Figure 3. Normalised dilution on rooftop of low building (B1) for hs = 1 m, Xs = 20 m 
and S1 = 20 m: a) M = 1; d) M = 3 (* Dilution estimates were only found downwind of 
the stack) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Normalised dilution on leeward wall of the low building (B1) for Xs = 20 m and 
S1 = 20 m 
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 a)                b) 
 
Figure 5. Normalised dilution on rooftop of low building (B1) for different spacing (S2) 

and Xs = 0: a) M = 1; b) M = 3 
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